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 Inc. Developer: CI Games Inc. Genre: ActionCategory: Shooting, StrategyOfficial Website: - Eng. The game is part of the
WWII series, and in the 10th of the series. Pick a top quality military aircraft and make your pilot through lots of different

missions, and do not forget to collect the bonuses in the process of a combat.Publisher: CI Games Inc. Developer: CI Games
Inc. Genre: ActionCategory: FlightOfficial Website: - Eng. You can get a fighter plane - to fly at the air fight with the new

player, and you can use the fighter plane to take back the cities from the enemy. The game is part of the WWII series, and in the
8th of the series. Your enemy left your base, and they are running over the land, and now it is your turn to stop them. Control

your own mobile unit, and push them out of the way of other enemy.Publisher: CI Games Inc. Developer: CI Games Inc. Genre:
ActionCategory: ShootoutOfficial Website: - Eng. The game is part of the WWII series, and in the 7th of the series.

Kadohadthe whole of your troops, and you can use them to capture the cities to win the war. The game is part of the WWII
series, and in the 6th of the series. Control the army of the enemy, and you can get the cities from your enemy. The game is part
of the WWII series, and in the 5th of the series. Your next goal is to finish the last race and you will be able to receive a reward.
Publisher: CI Games Inc. Developer: CI Games Inc. Genre: RacingOfficial Website: - Eng. In the game, you can see the good,
bad and the ugly sides of the famous war machine: You control the armored machine, which can move on two wheels, one and
four. Your uncle is still alive, and he wants to test your skills. Set a match to your gunner and then show him that you are ready
for battle. Help your small truck to escape from the enemy.Publisher: CI Games Inc. Developer: CI Games Inc. Genre: Arcade
Category: TruckOfficial Website: - Eng. The game is part of the WWII series, and in the 4th of the series. Escape to the next

city, and do not forget to collect the keys. Send your tanks forward and destroy the 82157476af
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